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Trying to make sense of pension transfers?
We can help cut through the complexity.

Making sense of pension transfers
 
Having saved for your retirement, it’s important to make sure that the 
pension pot you’ve built up gives you the retirement you’ve dreamed of, 
when you finally stop working.

At Brancaster House, we are experts in helping our clients find the best 
ways to manage their money, now and in the future.

We can guide you through the complex pensions market, make sense 
of the options available to maximise your future income and help you 
enjoy the retirement you’ve worked hard for.

The changing pensions market

In 2015, the Government introduced a significant shake-up of the pensions 
market, widely referred to as pension freedoms. The changes give those with 
a defined contribution scheme (like a personal or stakeholder pension) more 
flexibility in how they can access their retirement savings.

However, these pension freedoms don’t extend to those in a defined benefit 
scheme. Also known as final salary schemes, these are schemes provided 
by an employer, where the pension the member receives is based on their 
length of service and final salary.

As a result, there has been an increase in pension transfer enquiries as 
defined benefits members look to take advantage of the new rules by 
transferring to defined contributions schemes.

But is it really worth transferring to a defined contribution scheme and what 
would you be giving up in return for increased flexibility?

We’ve put together this guide to answer those questions, talk you through 
the pros and cons of transferring, and help you weigh up whether a pension 
transfer might be right for you.
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Defined Benefit vs Defined Contribution
How do they compare?

Defined benefit Defined contribution

Income

Provides a guaranteed income for 
the rest of your life, regardless of 

investment performance.

Allows drawdown, where you can alter 
your level of income to suit your needs, 

and take your benefits in stages to 
increase tax-efficiency.

Your pension payments will usually 
increase each year, helping to protect 

against inflation.

You can take a guaranteed income by 
purchasing an annuity. If you choose 

an unsecured drawdown pension, your 
income is not guaranteed and there is 
the possibility your fund may run out.

Tax-Free Cash

You can take a tax-free cash sum, 
however you must also take your 

pension at the same time.

Usually 25% of your total benefits, 
or 25% of your lifetime allowance, 

whichever is lower.

You can only take tax-free cash as one 
lump sum. 

You can take your tax-free cash in 
stages, instead of one lump sum.

The amount of tax-free cash is often 
less than you could take in a defined 

contributions scheme.

Death Benefits

Provides a dependant’s pension if you 
die, but this will end on their death and 

cannot be passed on.

If you die before age 75, all your 
remaining pension benefits can be 

passed on free of tax up to the  
lifetime allowance.

After age 75, your beneficiaries will pay 
income tax at their marginal rate.

Health

The level of pension you receive will 
stay the same, even if you are in poor 

health and have a lower life expectancy.

If you are in poor health, you may be 
able to access your benefits through an 
enhanced annuity. This could pay you  

a higher income than your defined  
benefit pension.

Investment Risk

Your employer takes on all the  
investment risk.

You are in control of your investment, 
so you take on responsibility for the 

investment risk.

The pension scheme Trustees decide 
which funds the scheme invests in.

The value of your fund may reduce if 
your investments perform badly, so it’s 

important to review them regularly.

Scheme Protection

If a defined benefit scheme cannot meet 
its liabilities, its members are protected 
by the Pension Protection Fund (PPF), 

underwritten by the Government.

Defined contribution pensions provided 
by an insurance policy are protected by 
the Financial Services Compensation 

Scheme.

Any PPF pension benefits you receive 
may be subject

to caps and restrictions.
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Should you stay or should you go?
The pros and cons of pension transfers.

Advantages to staying in your pension scheme

A defined benefit scheme has always been seen as one of the most  
secure ways to invest for your retirement, not least because all of the  
investment risk is taken on by the employer and the income you receive  
is guaranteed.

This kind of scheme also offers a number of other important
benefits. These vary depending on the scheme, but can include:

• A guaranteed pension for as long as you live.
• Pension provision for your spouse or civil partner, if you die first.
• Protection against stock market fluctuations.
• Some protection against inflation, as your income will usually  

increase each year.

By transferring out, you will take on responsibility for the performance  
of your investments and the value of your fund can fall as well as rise,  
potentially leaving you with less to live on in retirement. And, while you can 
make provision in a defined contribution scheme to cover other benefits,  
like a dependant’s pension, you would have to pay for this out of your  
pension pot, or leave enough money in your fund to pass on when you die.

You will also need to consider the lifetime allowance (LTA) rules, which  
limit how much you can save in a pension without being taxed. This is  
calculated in a different way when you transfer and could mean you incur  
a tax charge.
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Why you might consider a pension transfer

Given the advantages we’ve already talked about, it’s no surprise that  
the default advice for those in a final salary scheme has always been  
to keep your pension savings where they are. Transferring a pension  
is a big decision and it’s not right for everyone. 

However, for some, the downside of these schemes is that they can be  
inflexible when it comes to taking your pension benefits. This inflexibility,  
coupled with the recent changes in the pensions market, means that there 
are now benefits to a transfer in certain circumstances.

Two key changes in particular mean it may now be worth reviewing  
your pension options, if you are in a final salary pension scheme.

More freedom to choose

Firstly, the changes to the pension rules in 2015 have introduced more  
ways for people to use their pension savings in retirement, allowing you  
more control over your money. However, this increased flexibility is not  
available to members of a defined benefit scheme.

Attractive transfer values

Secondly, years of low interest rates have impacted gilt investments.  
With the return from gilts at an all-time low, pension transfer values  
have soared.

This means the cash value you receive in exchange for giving up the defined 
benefits in your employer’s scheme could be high, compared to the benefits 
you may get from your pension in the future.

Making the right choice

When you weigh up the benefits offered by a final salary scheme against 
those you would get if you transferred, it’s easy to see why this is such a 
difficult decision to make.

It all comes down to individual circumstances, which is why it’s so important 
to talk through your options with a qualified financial adviser and make sure 
you understand exactly what a pension transfer would mean for you and  
your family.
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8 things to consider before transferring 
your pension.

As we’ve said before, transferring a pension is not the right choice 
for everyone. Here are some important points to think about before 
you consider your next steps.

1 2

4

Take financial advice

If your pension pot is worth over 
£30,000, by law you must take 
independent financial advice before 
making a transfer.

Understand your options

Some types of defined benefit schemes
cannot be transferred. For example, 
schemes for those employed in the 
public sector, like teachers, nurses 
or civil servants. Your financial planner 
can advise you on this.

No guarantees

Defined benefit schemes offer a 
guaranteed income for life, as even if the 
funds they invest in underperform your 
employer still has to pay you the same 
pension. If you transfer your fund and 
invest in other options, these may not 
offer the same guarantee.

3
Your decision is final

If you decide to transfer out of your 
current pension scheme and give up 
your defined benefits rights, this 
decision is final. You won’t be able to 
change your mind at a later date.
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5 6

8

Investment risk after transferring

When you take a cash transfer, you will 
still need to invest in another HMRC 
recognised pension scheme to give you 
an income in retirement.

You need to be aware that the value of 
any new investments you make can fall 
as well as rise and past performance 
should not be seen as an indication of 
future performance.

By transferring out of your final salary
scheme, you will no longer be protected
against the risk of falling investments 
which may reduce your income.

Cash equivalent transfer values

Although it is true that Cash Equivalent
Transfer Values (CETVs) are at an 
historic high, this could have been said 
one year or even three years ago.

There is no guarantee that your transfer
values won’t rise further in future or that 
now is the best time to transfer.

Lifetime allowances

If your cash pot is worth more than 
the lifetime allowance you may face 
a lifetime allowance charge, now or 
in the future. This can also be the case 
if your fund is worth less than the 
lifetime allowance, as future investment 
growth may put you over it.

You can also face a lifetime allowance 
charge by remaining in the scheme, but 
the way this is worked out is different.

Our qualified financial planners can talk
you through the ins and outs of lifetime
allowance and what this means for 
your pension.

7
Tax-free cash

The maximum pension commencement
lump sum payment (commonly known 
as tax-free cash) you can take from 
a defined contribution pension is 25% 
of the fund value or 25% of the lifetime 
allowance, whichever is lower.
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Why choose Brancaster House?

How we can help

At Brancaster House, we have qualified financial advisers who 
can help you make the most of your pension savings, for the benefit
of you and your family.

Our specialist transfer advisers can provide advice on pension 
transfers, opt-outs and safeguarded benefits.

We offer a free, no obligation consultation where we will look at the 
type of pension you have, explore the options available to you, explain 
the benefits and risks of pension transfers, and help you decide if 
a transfer might be right for you.

Here when you need us

Once you’ve weighed up the information, if you choose to go ahead 
we’ll be on hand to help make the process as smooth as possible.

And, if you need help after your transfer is complete, we’re here for  
you then too. Ongoing service is all part of the package.

Your next steps

If you decide you’d like to go ahead and talk to someone about the 
possibility of a pension transfer, taking the next step is easy.
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Four easy steps to sorting out a pension transfer.

1

3

2

4

Step 1

Pick up the phone, send us an email 
or visit our website to arrange a free, 
no-obligation consultation with one of 
our fully qualified financial planners.

We’ll explain pension transfers and 
discuss your options in more detail. 
You’ll need to bring along your pension 
scheme information, so please make 
sure you have this to hand.

Step 3

If you then decide to go ahead, we’ll 
produce your detailed advice report and 
arrange a presentation to go through 
this with you.

The report will cover everything we’ve
discussed and explain all the details of 
the proposed transfer. You’ll also be 
able to raise any further questions you 
may have.

There is a charge for this stage of the 
process, but again we’ll discuss any 
fees with you, before we go any further.

Step 2

After the initial consultation, you can then 
decide if you’d like us to prepare a detailed 
Transfer Value Analysis (TVA) for you.

This will give you a comparison of what
your retirement could look like if you  
decide to transfer, compared to staying 
with your existing scheme.

We’ll set up a meeting to go through  
your TVA, so you can ask any questions. 
There will be a fee for this and we’ll talk 
this through with you, so you know exactly 
what you’re paying for.

Step 4

If you decide to proceed with the transfer, 
we’ll manage the whole process for you, 
keeping you informed every step of the way. 

Once your transfer is complete, our support 
doesn’t stop there. As part of our ongoing 
service plan, for which a fee is payable, 
you’ll get regular reviews and we’ll always 
be available to answer any questions you 
may have.

It’s all part of the service we offer 
our customers.
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Who we are

Brancaster House is an established financial and wealth management  
company with offices in Norwich and Sheringham in North Norfolk. 

What we offer 

Financial Planning
Our face-to-face, unbiased and independent advice will make your  
financial investments, pensions and retirement options clear and
understandable, so you can be confident you are making the right choice. 

Wealth Management
Ideal for high earning individuals or business owners who want to grow.  
Our professional Wealth Managers can help you reduce tax and build a solid 
asset base, to ensure your wealth works for you. 

Accounting
Pro-active accountancy services for aspirational clients in a wide range  
of market sectors. Our hands-on commercial approach will help you build  
a sound financial structure on which to develop and grow your business.

Why choose us
Our team of trusted independent Financial Planners, Wealth Managers  
and Accountants offer clear and understandable, truly independent advice  
to both individuals and businesses. 

The relationship with our clients has always been face-to-face and local.  
We are passionate about helping our clients achieve their financial goals  
and manage their money, by providing a service designed to add value to  
our clients’ lives. 

We are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

Our values
• We impress our clients at every contact.
• We strive for perfection.
• We believe in a long-term fair and profitable relationship with our clients.
• We promote financial education for all.
• We show leadership.
• We show and promote respect to everyone we come into contact with.
• We believe in doing the right thing, regardless of profit.
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To book your free, 
no obligation consultation

Call us on 01603 633344, 
Email info@brancasterhouse.co.uk 
or visit www.brancasterhouse.co.uk
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